INTRODUCTION
The classical decomposition of time series is [3, 4] in seasonal components, trend and a stationary component. The remaining stationary component, even we obtain it by removing seasonal components and trend, even we obtain it by seasonal and non-seasonal differentiation, is modeled as   (1')
Using the above formula, we obtain [2, 3, 4 ]
(1") 
If we have pq  , the above formula becomes    
11
, where
In formulae (2) 
By multiplying . For even values of q the real negative roots make a circular crown with the radius the absolute values (the other roots have the absolute values between the two radius). The minimum absolute value (that of the real root 1   ) increases from 0.38197 for q=2 to 0.806351 for q=20, 0.94207 for q=100, 0.98493 for q=500 and 0.99174 for q=1000. For the minimum argument of complex roots expressed in degrees, the value q  min arg 360 decreases from 1.08145 for q=4 to 1.0223052 for q=20, 1.0048508 for q=100, 
APPLICATION
Consider the CPI (Consumer Prices Index) from Buletinul Institutului National de Statistică [6] expressed in percentage of current month related to previous, in the period January 1991 -February 2017.
We want to express the time series X t as in ARIMA model, and next to decompose the time series X t and the white noise a t . First we notice that, using the Dickey -Fuller unit root test [2] that the time series is not stationary, but the difference
is. In the case of AR (p) and MA(q)with , 0,5 pq , not both zero, the representations of X t are presented in Table 1 , that follows. 
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If we consider the non-zero expectation case, the above white noise a t is substituted by the drifted noise 
The corresponding decompositions of the white noise in the ARMA and ARIMA cases are presented in Table 6 , that follows. 
CONCLUSIONS
In [2, 3, 4 ] the decomposition of a time series in seasonal component, trend and stationary has been performed using for instance moving average. Analogously, if we use the differentiation and/ or seasonal differentiation we can group the root one and the complex unit root for seasonal differentiation. Other decompositions are performed due to economic reasons, as the decomposition of GDP in [1, 5] . An open problem is if the economic decomposition can be naturally performed by grouping this paper decomposition of time series.
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We have said "similar to ARMA(2*m,m)" instead of ARMA(2*m,m) in Section 2, because the roots of numerator are not necessary in absolute value greater than one. For instance, in the case of AR (5) , which has obviously roots for denominator greater than one in absolute value, but the numerator has the root L=0.90523! For MA(q) with 5 , 2  q the quote of degree q-1 has in all four cases in Table  3 roots greater than one in absolute value. An open problem is if this is a rule, or it happens in our example and other ones. 
